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MARK MAKING 
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  in Early
Childhood

Art

Image 1: Kitchen object extension
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“Through their marks, they (children) 

are communicating their ideas, 

expressing their feelings, developing 

their imagination and creativity, and 

testing their hypotheses about the 

world. These opportunities for making 

‘thinking visible’ are fundamental to 

children’s learning and development 

and should be the entitlement of 

every child” DCSF, 2008, p.4).

Mark making and drawing provide children 

with multiple opportunities to communicate 

their ideas, theories, joys and wonderings. 

Through making their mark, children develop 

physical skills and hand-eye coordination. 

However it is important to value drawing and 

mark making as cognitive processes that 

exercise memory, communication, problem 

solving, divergent thinking, self-regulation 

and imagination. These processes support 

teachers to listen to the voice of the child.

Mark making can occur in many ways and should 

not be limited to the use of drawing and art 

materials. 

Try making marks in many ways:

- paint with water on cement

- sticks in sandpit/ dirt

- sand in clear trays on a light box

- marks in clay

- finger-painting

- soap on mirrors and glass

Making marks

Image 2 : Hand trace

Mark Making Materials 

found in the home:

• Pens, biros, pencils

• Laundry markers

• Textas and markers

• Ink pads

• White out

• House paint (water 

soluble)

• Tea / coffee

• Food colouring

• BBQ Charcoal
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Resources for further 

exploration:

• VIDEO: Mark Making

• VIDEO: Paper choice

• VIDEO: Choosing mark 

making materials

• VIDEO: Drawing with

Ink

• VIDEO: Mark Making 

demonstration

• VIDEO: Kitchen tracing

extension

• VIDEO: Kitchen shape 

inspirations

Image 3: making marks

Starting points:
• Starting with a blank page 

can be overwhelming

• Warm up with mark making

• Experiment and play with 

materials

• Draw on photographs

• Trace materials and objects

• Don’t begin with an 

endpoint in mind

The child is the starting 

point,

the centre, and the end. 

The child’s development, 

the child’s growth, is the 

ideal… 

Literally we must take 

our stand with the child…

and our departure from 

him or her. 

It is the child and not the 

subject-matter which 

determines both quality 

and quantity of learning.

(Adapted from Dewey, 
1902, p. 9). 

https://youtu.be/WdCHKo2_6Wg
https://youtu.be/q1WDQb65f0U
https://youtu.be/iQIMMg9GvDY
https://youtu.be/fAL-rpCS4Uk
https://youtu.be/WCLpYkEnajE
https://youtu.be/Q8MM929RXGo
https://youtu.be/8diG0sprnRA

